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SP-Arte 2017: overcoming difficult times 

by Marta Inez Rodrigues Pereira 

 

The 13th edition of SP-Arte ran from 5 to 9 April 2017. In the tumultuous times Brazil is going 

through, with its deepest financial crisis in 100 years and a corruption scandal of unbelievable 

proportions, it is no wonder most segments of society will suffer. In these moments, there is a strong 

need for adaptation, reinvention and resilience. And this was the tone set for this year’s SP-Arte. 

 

 

View of SP-Arte 2017 at the Ciccillo Matarazzo Pavilion, Parque Ibirapuera, São Paulo 

(all pictures taken by me unless otherwise stated) 

 

Fair layout 

The fair was divided into six sectors: 

 General (or Main) – with more established galleries, showing mostly renowned artists 

 Showcase – with galleries showing up to three artists 

 Solo – curated by Luiza Teixeira de Freitas; in this section galleries showed one single artist 

 Repertory (or Repertoire) – curated by Jacopo Crivelli Visconti and presenting artists born before 

1940 and works produced before the end of the 1980s; this section showed artists whose 

practices were fundamental for understanding present day art 

 Japan House – to celebrate the opening of Japan House in São Paulo (a centre dedicated to 

Japanese culture), this sector brought works from contemporary Japanese artists 
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 Design – in addition to the visual arts, this and last year’s editions of the fair held a sector 

dedicated to design (mainly furniture) – not included in the gallery counts below 

 

THIRD FLOOR 
(outside the visual arts or the usual gallery booth format) 

Design + Japan House 

SECOND FLOOR 
(more established galleries and artists) 

General + Repertory 

FIRST FLOOR 
(modern/secondary market galleries) 

General 

 

 GROUND FLOOR 
(smaller/less established galleries and artists) 

General + Showcase + Solo 

 

Layout of the fair throughout the pavilion floors 

 

Dealing with bad times 

It is inevitable that the art market in Brazil is suffering with the crisis the country has got itself into. 

Since last year, SP-Arte has seen a diminishing number of international galleries who probably 

reason it’s a high bet selling expensive works – made even more expensive due to the approximately 

50% import tax imposed by Brazil – to local collectors who will surely be more reluctant to spend 

during such an unstable period. 
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So the fair’s organizers had to look for strategies to compensate for this and keep up the good 

performance of the fair, the most important in South America. 

The first thing one could notice was that they increased the number of Brazilian galleries – mostly on 

the Showcase sector. Although, in a way, this can be negative, as the big international galleries are 

being substituted by smaller national ones, on the other hand it is indeed a good strategy for times 

of crisis and gives a chance for smaller galleries or those outside the São Paulo-Rio axis (where most 

of the Brazilian market is concentrated) to show alongside bigger ones. 

 

 

 

The strategy to attract more international galleries was to put them on the “secondary” sectors with 

smaller booth space and, therefore, reduced costs: Solo – with only one artist; Repertory – mostly 

showing one artist; and Japan House – galleries contributed with the artwork, sharing a common 

space. 

 

When we look at the distribution of international galleries per sector of the fair, we clearly see that 

basically all the Asian galleries were in the Japan House sector, that approximately one third of the 

European galleries were in the Solo sector and another third in the Repertory. The Showcase sector 

was constituted solely of smaller and/or less established Brazilian galleries. 
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Another observation was that the well-established international galleries on the whole brought 

smaller pieces (with smaller prices), certainly not expecting to find local collectors spending lavishly. 

 

Overall success 

Having addressed the adaptations ensuing from the local economic crisis, it should be said that, 

overall, SP-Arte was quite successful. It was a good show and there were reports of reasonably good 

sales for the major galleriesi, ii, whereas, as expected, the middle market suffered a bit more. 

Conversations with representatives of smaller galleries revealed that, despite lots of interest, clients 

were reluctant to buy straight away. 

 

The show 

Hoping for better times next year, I’ll finish with a few pictures from the fair – after all, what is the 

fun of art if not to be appreciated? 

Images shown here were selected to represent a range of works on show, artists from smaller to 

more established galleries, from different cities and countries. 
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Lucas Babozzi – Galeria Emma Thomas (São Paulo) 

 

 

 

Maria Fernanda Lucena – C.galeria (Rio de Janeiro) 
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André Griffo – Galeria Athena Contemporânea (Rio de Janeiro) 

 

 

 

Andreas Eriksson – Stephen Friedman Gallery (London) 
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Gisela Motta & Leandro Lima – Vermelho (São Paulo) 

 

 

 

 

Jac Leirner – Fortes D’Aloia & Gabriel (São Paulo) 
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Carolina Martinez – Ports Vilaseca Galeria (Rio de Janeiro) 

 

 

 

Sanja Ivekovic – Espaivisor (Valencia) 
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Ivan Grilo  - Casa Triângulo (São Paulo) 

 

 

 

Dalila Gonçalves – Lamb Arts (London) 
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